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a)    Has the structure of the Senior Phase of the Curriculum for Excellence allowed for better 
learning and overall achievement than previously? 

Difficult for me to say as my experience is only on the 3+3 CfE 

b)    Education Scotland says the Senior Phase has the “flexibility to offer a range of pathways 
that meet the needs and raise the attainment levels of all learners”. How does your school 
offer flexibility to its learners through the Senior Phase and how does this impact on the range 
of subjects available and the depth of pupils’ learning? 

The school has a very flexible range of pathways and they look for what is best for each 
individual child rather than chasing stats. 

The range of subjects has increased significantly over recent years and is definitely been 
helped by the current system. 

c)    Do you think there has been a narrowing of the range of subjects and subject choices in: 

 I.        broad general education (BGE)?  

Only at S3 where the number of choices started to get limited 

 II.        S4?  
Definitely yes. Due to the limit of 6 Nat 5's, after compulsory English and Maths this left 4. My 
son was keen to take 2 sciences and a modern language so this left only one available 
subject. He selected Accounting but would also have liked the option to do Business 
Management or Computing Science or potentially even a subject he would have found to 
have a less academic slant for greater enjoyment such as Music technology.  
Therefore, it wasn't the lack of subject options, just the number of choices he could select. 
 
III.        S5?  

My son is entering this stage just now but by being limited at S4 this is having a knock-on 
effect to S5 and S6. However, there is also flexibility in being able to pick up other subjects 
and “crash” study to add to the portfolio of qualifications gained. This also give the school the 
opportunity to offer courses across different ages in the senior phase that they otherwise 
might not have been able to take. 

IV.        S6?  

Comments as S5 

d)    What are the factors that influence the range of subject choices? Possible factors include: 
curriculum timetabling; local decision making; school size; area and school demography. 

Size of school, locality to others. Number of teachers for given subjects. 



 

e)    Have you experienced any changes in the level of uptake in particular subjects in the 
past 5 years? If so, what subjects in particular and what do you think has caused this change? 

I am not best placed to comment on this. 

f)     What is the impact, positive or negative, of any limitations on subject choices? 

Positive:  

Guides pupils and schools to focus on selected areas that are generally more core. This 
might result in better servicing the job market. 

Resources can be more focused. 

Negatives:  

Less broad knowledge and divers skill sets. 

Remaining subjects might not capture the interest of pupil 

Remaining subjects might not maximise pupil’s potential 

Increase demand on specific subjects for teachers 

Lower interest in a subject could result in poorer performance and behaviour 

Less diversity to service industry and the job market 

Young people might leave education earlier and not end up in a positive destination  

 

 

 


